MUSIC: Traditional
DANCE: Yaacov Levy

EREV RAD AL KFAR
(Evening in the Village)

FORMATION: Partners in a circle in open position. Man on inside of circle holding hands, outside hands on hips. Moving CCW. Directions are described for man, woman use opposite footwork.

PART ONE

1 - 2 Two-step forward in LOD starting with left (outside feet for both partners).
3 - 4 Repeat 1-2 starting with right (inside feet for both partners).
5 - 6 Step forward on left, right (lifting body on left, lowering body on right).
7 Step on l. while turning to face partner.
8 Cross with r. behind l. Same body movements as in 5-6.
9 - 16 Repeat 1-8. End facing partner.

PART TWO

PARTNERS FACING SLIGHTLY TO OWN LEFT, RIGHT SHOULDERS TO RIGHT SHOULDERS. MAN'S R. HAND ON WOMAN'S BACK HOLDING HER L. HAND. MAN'S L. HAND ON HIS OWN BACK HOLDING WOMAN'S R. HAND.

1 - 4 Turning together CW with two two-steps starting on left.
5 - 8 Continue turning CW on left, right, left, right. Woman turns on right, left, right, left.
MAN: Two two steps beginning with left while making ½ CCW turn. Release woman's left hand, continue to hold r. hand.
WOMAN: Two two steps beginning with right while turning CW around man to his left side.